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Inflation & Reheating in brief

Large field

Small field

Hybrid inflationThe common way to realize 
inflation is to assume that 
there is a scalar field (or many)
slowly rolling down its potential

 At the end of inflation, the field 
oscillates at the bottom of its 
potential and decays.

 Then, the decay products are 
supposed to thermalize and the 
radiation dominated phase starts 
at a temperature known as the 
reheating temperature

The reheating energy density 
at the end of reheating is poorly 
constrained
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Parameterizing the reheating

Slow-roll Inflation Reheating Radiation-dominated era Matter Dominated era

 The reheating stage is characterized by some                and                or  

 It can be parameterized by two quantities: its duration and its effective equation of 
state; this allows to determine the scaling of the energy density
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Inflationary Observables
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The CMB can constrain the reheating temperature!

Radiation-dominated era Matter–dominated 
era 
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The reheating epoch can be described with a single parameter, the 
so-called reheating parameter; it appears naturally in the equation 
controlling the evolution of the perturbations 

The reheating parameter: technical aspect
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Large field inflation

Constraining the reheating 



CMB & Reheating

 Rescaled reheating parameter constrained 

- LF:

- SF:

 Reheating temperature  (but with extra assumptions)

wreh=0
_

wreh=-0.1
_

wreh=-0.2 wreh=-0.3
_

Mean likelihood

Marginalized 
posterior pdf
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Cosmological perturbations & reheating

Radiation-dominated era Matter –dominated 
era 

Vacuum fluctuations

Evolution of the perturbations is 
characterized by the M-S equation

Around its minimum the potential can always 
be expanded as
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Are perturbations affected by (pre)heating?

 Equation of motion during preheating

 Mathieu Equation

with

Mathieu Instablity Card

stable

unstable
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Are perturbations affected by (pre)heating?

stable

unstable

Mathieu Instablity Card
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Are perturbations affected by (pre)heating?

 Solution: Floquet theory

 Constant curvature perturbation

 Early structure formation

Perturbations grow if the Fourier 
mode is in the instability band  and 
inside the Hubble radius during 
Pre-heating
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Resonance band
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Are perturbations affected by (pre)heating?

 Solution: Floquet theory

 Constant curvature perturbation

 Early structure formation

μ=q/2 is the Floquet index 
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Non-linearities become important

Virialization

Inflaton halo evaporation

Linear radius

Gravitational waves 

 The  growth of density perturbations will cause the production of GW

 In the linear regime, this can calculated perturbatively

 In the non-linear regime, we can estimate the signal using the halo model
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Gravitational Waves Production (II)

Assuming this 
initial power spectrum
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Conclusions

 CMB can be used to constrain the reheating temperature; we 
have presented the first constraints obtained from WMAP7 
data

 Preheating can affect the perturbations on small scales, even 
in the single field slow-roll case; Notice that there is also an 
instablity in the quartic case

 The instability can cause early structure formation and production
of gravitational waves; the signal could be potentially observable



CMB & Reheating

 Rescaled reheating parameter constrained 

- LF:

- SF:

 Reheating temperature  (but with extra assumptions)

Flat prior:

wreh=0
_

wreh=-0.1
_

wreh=-0.2 wreh=-0.3
_


